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• Rugged, non-corrosive metal chassis
• High-quality components and switches
• Unique attractive graphics and packaging
• Powered by 9V battery or optional adapter
List: Aqua Chorus $99.95; Atomic Phaser $119.95; 
Vintage Analog Delay $119.95; Dyno Drive $99.95; 
Speedbox $49.95 modtone-effects.com 

In A nuTsHELL

 guitaredgemag.com

HEAR IT 
OnLInE!•  11 knobs, MIDI, or Expression pedal 

for real-time control.
• Tap Tempo or MIDI clock sync
•  20 (TimeFactor) or 40 (ModFactor) user presets—

unlimited with MIDI
• True analog bypass
• USB connection for MIDI and updates
$499 (each) List eventide.com

In A nuTsHELL

 guitaredgemag.com

HEAR IT 
OnLInE!

planet Waves
Metronome Tuner
Pocket-sized design, powered by a CR2030 battery. Full-function 
metronome with adjustable tempo (from 20 to 250 bpm), beats and 
time division settings. Fully chromatic meter-style tuner with frequency 
calibration, pitch pipe function, 1/4” input and condenser mic for 
acoustic instruments (disabled when 1/4” plug is used). Oversized, 
easy-to-read LCD readout. Adjustable volume control and headphone 
jack. $49.99 List planetwaves.com

prohands
via™ handgrip
Available in two tensions: 6lb 
(medium) and 4lb (light) per 
fi nger. Entry-level prohands grip, 
designed for young musicians. 
Ideal for improving hand strength 
and dexterity. $11.95 List 
prohands.com

Big Apple concepts
chunky knobs™
Allow for easy customizing of guitar or bass with no modifi cation 
necessary. Quick and easy installation. Made of high-density plastic with 
look and weight resembling solid sterling silver. Four styles to choose 
from. $9.99 List chunkyknobs.com

Eventide’s high-quality multi-effects, reverbs, and harmonizers have been 
showing up in the best studios and the rigs of professional performers 
for decades. The company’s new “Factor” pedals are designed to offer the 
legendary sound and reliability of these rack units in a stompbox format.

FEATuREs
Housed in a rugged metal casing, each stompbox offers 1/4” stereo audio 
I/Os, as well as MIDI in and out. An Aux switch input allows you to add up 
to three more footswitches, while a USB port connects to a computer for 
updates, storage, and sync with a DAW. An expression pedal input lets you 
control any number of parameters with a single foot pedal. TimeFactor features 
Digital Delay, Vintage Delay, Tape Echo, Mod Delay, Ducked Delay, Band Delay, 
Filter Pong, MultiTap, Reverse, and a 12-second Looper. ModFactor contains 
Chorus, Phaser, Q-Wah, Flanger, ModFilter, Rotary, TremoloPan, Vibrato, 
Ringmod, and Undulator, the latter of which is described as containing two 
delays, two detuned voices, and an FM modulated tremolo.

sOunD AnD EAsE OF usE
The effects on these two pedals are as rich and full-bodied as a cup of Kona 
blend. And both allow much tweaking. In addition to normal parameters like 
delay time, blend, and feedback, TimeFactor lets you get under the hood to select 
the waveform you prefer for modulation duties. ModFactor dedicates a whole 
row of knobs to modifying the modifi ers; in other words, you can automatically 
change the depth or speed of modulation over time. Tempos in both pedals can 
be tapped or synched, saved separately to patches, or set globally.

The manual assumes a certain level of sophistication, but these pedals are 
so intuitive that even a newbie can plug in and have fun. I was blown away by 
the bubbling modulation that TimeFactor’s Filter Pong added to its ping-pong 
delays. I also loved the fact that, in addition to the usual overdubbing, half-, 
and double-speed options offered by the looper, it can be set so that early 
dubs fade as later ones are added, thus allowing loops that morph over time. 
As for ModFactor—you haven’t lived until you have heard a square wave-
modulated chorus, with its depth modulated by a Ramp LFO that makes the 
effect stronger and weaker as you play.

Alas, all is not perfect in Factor-land: I found that the parameter you are 
tweaking disappears from the screen if you ponder too long before turning a 
knob. That quibble aside, these effects offer a wealth of studio-worthy sounds 
and rack-mount fl exibility in a space- and money-saving stompbox.

 —MICHAEL ROSS

MODTOnE  AQuA cHORus, ATOMIc 
pHAsER, vInTAgE AnALOg DELAY, 
DYnO DRIvE, AnD spEEDBOX

seymour Duncan
sFX-08 power grid Distortion™
Designed to provide powerful overdrive and distortion suitable for 
rhythm or lead playing. Provides nearly 100 dB of gain via fi ve 
cascaded stages of class-A  discrete circuitry. 3-band 
active EQ (12dB of boost or cut each) for precise 
tone-shaping. Powered from 9V battery or 
regulated DC adapter. 16 gauge steel 
chassis construction, 2 lbs. 
$149 List seymourduncan.com

Ovation
iDea
Spruce top, eastern mahogany neck, 
dark rosewood fretboard and bridge. 
Black Ovation tuners, Ovation iDea 
OPi-1 preamp, Ovation original 
pickup. Built-in mp3 recorder allows 
recording from guitar alone, guitar 
and built-in mic  simultaneously, and 
from an auxiliary input. Pre-installed 
audio lessons and jam tracks (tempo 
can be changed without affecting 
pitch) with capacity to download  
more from WorkshopLive.com. 
Playback through headphone jack or 
amp (via guitar cable). $859.50 List 
ovationguitars.com

graph Tech guitar Labs
Black TusQ® XL
Made with a special formation of material based on highly resonant TUSQ® 
man-made ivory impregnated with Tefl on® to virtually eliminate tuning 
slippage. Couples string vibration to the neck, resulting in richer tone, 
especially on open strings. Easy to fi t any guitar with minimal adjustment 
to nut itself (no modifi cation of guitar required). Starting at $11.45 List 
graphtech.com

After 20 years in sound reinforcement products (SHS Audio) and bluegrass 
instruments (Morgan Monroe), SHS International has stepped into the world of 
guitar effects with their ModTone pedal line. For this review, I received fi ve pedals 
(listed above); however, the ModTone effects lineup now also includes a Harmonic 
Tremor Pulsating Tremolo and a Chromatic Tuner (not shown).

FEATuREs
Each ModTone pedal is housed in a space-effi cient, corrosion-resistant metal 
chassis and features high-quality components and switches. A hip, comic 
strip–like style visually sets these pedals apart, as does their unique heavy-
duty box with magnetic lid fl ap. They’re all powered with a 9V battery or an 
optional adapter and feature a classic uncluttered layout. The Dyno Drive 
and Speedbox pedals include Tone, Level, and Drive (or Gain) controls; the 
Vintage Analog Delay sports Time (adjustable from 130ms to 350ms), Mix, 
and Repeat controls; and the Aqua Chorus and Atomic Phaser have Rate and 
Depth controls.

sOunD
Each one of these pedals delivered their respective tones beautifully with no 
fuss or extra noise. For classic overdrive, the Dyno Drive delivered faithfully 
with tones ranging from chiming bite to smooth and creamy lead sustain. The 
Speedbox, on the other hand, supplies a full-on distorted assault with a beefy, 
thick sound. Though the Speedbox is perhaps the more versatile pedal, I found 
that the Dyno Drive aligned more closely with my preference for those crisp, 
half-dirty tones.

The Vintage Analog Delay was my favorite pedal of the line. With a warm 
sound and up to 350ms of delay, it’s versatile enough to set distinct, timed 
repeats in tempo with most songs, but I enjoyed it most for its subtle, ambient 
sounds, with a relatively low Time and generous Repeat and Mix settings.

The Aqua Chorus provided a wide range of sounds ranging from subtle 
doubling effects to drowning warbles. The Leslie-style sound of this pedal was 
spot on. The Atomic Phaser provides a thorough range of smooth, useable 
phase effects, but it will brighten up your tone a bit when engaged. If this is not 
to your liking, you could roll a bit of tone off on the guitar to counter the effect.

Bottom line: the ModTone line is one of the best-sounding affordable lines 
on the market today and very well could establish a new standard in their price 
point (and a good bit above it as well).

 —MICHAEL ROSS

EvEnTIDE  MODFAcTOR AnD 
TIMEFAcTOR
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• Rugged, non-corrosive metal chassis
• High-quality components and switches
• Unique attractive graphics and packaging
• Powered by 9V battery or optional adapter
List: Aqua Chorus $99.95; Atomic Phaser $119.95; 
Vintage Analog Delay $119.95; Dyno Drive $99.95; 
Speedbox $49.95 modtone-effects.com 
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HEAR IT 
OnLInE!•  11 knobs, MIDI, or Expression pedal 

for real-time control.
• Tap Tempo or MIDI clock sync
•  20 (TimeFactor) or 40 (ModFactor) user presets—

unlimited with MIDI
• True analog bypass
• USB connection for MIDI and updates
$499 (each) List eventide.com
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HEAR IT 
OnLInE!

planet Waves
Metronome Tuner
Pocket-sized design, powered by a CR2030 battery. Full-function 
metronome with adjustable tempo (from 20 to 250 bpm), beats and 
time division settings. Fully chromatic meter-style tuner with frequency 
calibration, pitch pipe function, 1/4” input and condenser mic for 
acoustic instruments (disabled when 1/4” plug is used). Oversized, 
easy-to-read LCD readout. Adjustable volume control and headphone 
jack. $49.99 List planetwaves.com

prohands
via™ handgrip
Available in two tensions: 6lb 
(medium) and 4lb (light) per 
fi nger. Entry-level prohands grip, 
designed for young musicians. 
Ideal for improving hand strength 
and dexterity. $11.95 List 
prohands.com

Big Apple concepts
chunky knobs™
Allow for easy customizing of guitar or bass with no modifi cation 
necessary. Quick and easy installation. Made of high-density plastic with 
look and weight resembling solid sterling silver. Four styles to choose 
from. $9.99 List chunkyknobs.com

Eventide’s high-quality multi-effects, reverbs, and harmonizers have been 
showing up in the best studios and the rigs of professional performers 
for decades. The company’s new “Factor” pedals are designed to offer the 
legendary sound and reliability of these rack units in a stompbox format.

FEATuREs
Housed in a rugged metal casing, each stompbox offers 1/4” stereo audio 
I/Os, as well as MIDI in and out. An Aux switch input allows you to add up 
to three more footswitches, while a USB port connects to a computer for 
updates, storage, and sync with a DAW. An expression pedal input lets you 
control any number of parameters with a single foot pedal. TimeFactor features 
Digital Delay, Vintage Delay, Tape Echo, Mod Delay, Ducked Delay, Band Delay, 
Filter Pong, MultiTap, Reverse, and a 12-second Looper. ModFactor contains 
Chorus, Phaser, Q-Wah, Flanger, ModFilter, Rotary, TremoloPan, Vibrato, 
Ringmod, and Undulator, the latter of which is described as containing two 
delays, two detuned voices, and an FM modulated tremolo.

sOunD AnD EAsE OF usE
The effects on these two pedals are as rich and full-bodied as a cup of Kona 
blend. And both allow much tweaking. In addition to normal parameters like 
delay time, blend, and feedback, TimeFactor lets you get under the hood to select 
the waveform you prefer for modulation duties. ModFactor dedicates a whole 
row of knobs to modifying the modifi ers; in other words, you can automatically 
change the depth or speed of modulation over time. Tempos in both pedals can 
be tapped or synched, saved separately to patches, or set globally.

The manual assumes a certain level of sophistication, but these pedals are 
so intuitive that even a newbie can plug in and have fun. I was blown away by 
the bubbling modulation that TimeFactor’s Filter Pong added to its ping-pong 
delays. I also loved the fact that, in addition to the usual overdubbing, half-, 
and double-speed options offered by the looper, it can be set so that early 
dubs fade as later ones are added, thus allowing loops that morph over time. 
As for ModFactor—you haven’t lived until you have heard a square wave-
modulated chorus, with its depth modulated by a Ramp LFO that makes the 
effect stronger and weaker as you play.

Alas, all is not perfect in Factor-land: I found that the parameter you are 
tweaking disappears from the screen if you ponder too long before turning a 
knob. That quibble aside, these effects offer a wealth of studio-worthy sounds 
and rack-mount fl exibility in a space- and money-saving stompbox.

 —MICHAEL ROSS

MODTOnE  AQuA cHORus, ATOMIc 
pHAsER, vInTAgE AnALOg DELAY, 
DYnO DRIvE, AnD spEEDBOX

seymour Duncan
sFX-08 power grid Distortion™
Designed to provide powerful overdrive and distortion suitable for 
rhythm or lead playing. Provides nearly 100 dB of gain via fi ve 
cascaded stages of class-A  discrete circuitry. 3-band 
active EQ (12dB of boost or cut each) for precise 
tone-shaping. Powered from 9V battery or 
regulated DC adapter. 16 gauge steel 
chassis construction, 2 lbs. 
$149 List seymourduncan.com

Ovation
iDea
Spruce top, eastern mahogany neck, 
dark rosewood fretboard and bridge. 
Black Ovation tuners, Ovation iDea 
OPi-1 preamp, Ovation original 
pickup. Built-in mp3 recorder allows 
recording from guitar alone, guitar 
and built-in mic  simultaneously, and 
from an auxiliary input. Pre-installed 
audio lessons and jam tracks (tempo 
can be changed without affecting 
pitch) with capacity to download  
more from WorkshopLive.com. 
Playback through headphone jack or 
amp (via guitar cable). $859.50 List 
ovationguitars.com

graph Tech guitar Labs
Black TusQ® XL
Made with a special formation of material based on highly resonant TUSQ® 
man-made ivory impregnated with Tefl on® to virtually eliminate tuning 
slippage. Couples string vibration to the neck, resulting in richer tone, 
especially on open strings. Easy to fi t any guitar with minimal adjustment 
to nut itself (no modifi cation of guitar required). Starting at $11.45 List 
graphtech.com

After 20 years in sound reinforcement products (SHS Audio) and bluegrass 
instruments (Morgan Monroe), SHS International has stepped into the world of 
guitar effects with their ModTone pedal line. For this review, I received fi ve pedals 
(listed above); however, the ModTone effects lineup now also includes a Harmonic 
Tremor Pulsating Tremolo and a Chromatic Tuner (not shown).

FEATuREs
Each ModTone pedal is housed in a space-effi cient, corrosion-resistant metal 
chassis and features high-quality components and switches. A hip, comic 
strip–like style visually sets these pedals apart, as does their unique heavy-
duty box with magnetic lid fl ap. They’re all powered with a 9V battery or an 
optional adapter and feature a classic uncluttered layout. The Dyno Drive 
and Speedbox pedals include Tone, Level, and Drive (or Gain) controls; the 
Vintage Analog Delay sports Time (adjustable from 130ms to 350ms), Mix, 
and Repeat controls; and the Aqua Chorus and Atomic Phaser have Rate and 
Depth controls.

sOunD
Each one of these pedals delivered their respective tones beautifully with no 
fuss or extra noise. For classic overdrive, the Dyno Drive delivered faithfully 
with tones ranging from chiming bite to smooth and creamy lead sustain. The 
Speedbox, on the other hand, supplies a full-on distorted assault with a beefy, 
thick sound. Though the Speedbox is perhaps the more versatile pedal, I found 
that the Dyno Drive aligned more closely with my preference for those crisp, 
half-dirty tones.

The Vintage Analog Delay was my favorite pedal of the line. With a warm 
sound and up to 350ms of delay, it’s versatile enough to set distinct, timed 
repeats in tempo with most songs, but I enjoyed it most for its subtle, ambient 
sounds, with a relatively low Time and generous Repeat and Mix settings.

The Aqua Chorus provided a wide range of sounds ranging from subtle 
doubling effects to drowning warbles. The Leslie-style sound of this pedal was 
spot on. The Atomic Phaser provides a thorough range of smooth, useable 
phase effects, but it will brighten up your tone a bit when engaged. If this is not 
to your liking, you could roll a bit of tone off on the guitar to counter the effect.

Bottom line: the ModTone line is one of the best-sounding affordable lines 
on the market today and very well could establish a new standard in their price 
point (and a good bit above it as well).

 —MICHAEL ROSS

EvEnTIDE  MODFAcTOR AnD 
TIMEFAcTOR


